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Ever since Benedict Anderson’s *Imagined Communities* (1991), it has become axiomatic to view print media as central to the formation of national consciousness. In the British Empire, newspapers functioned as what historian Chris Holdridge has termed a ‘discursive mediator of identity’ for those British emigrants who forsook the metropole for the settler colonies after the end of the Napoleonic Wars.\(^1\) The function of newspaper poetry within this broader anglophone media ecology has been debated in recent years, as poetry’s portability has re-established its importance to scholars interested in the role that print culture played in enabling the articulation of emerging national identities in the British settler colonies. Poetry’s ability to traverse borders – both physically, as the portable property of emigrants or through the ‘cut and scissors’ reprint culture of nineteenth-century journalism, and imaginatively, through memorisation, reproduction and imitation – has led to a spate of recent studies that highlight the importance of poetry for the development of colonial literary cultures across the Anglo-world.\(^2\)


As Jason Rudy has argued, the material form of poetry is central to its success as a globally circulating cultural commodity: poetry’s portability meant it could circulate with ease through Britain’s colonies, spaces that at first were not equipped to publish longer works. Throughout the nineteenth century, the most common way for poetry to be transferred from the private notebooks and memories of recently arrived emigrants to the public sphere was via colonial newspapers. In an era before the development of field-specific periodicals, colonial newspapers functioned as what Scotsman George Greig, the printer of the Cape Colony’s first independent newspaper the *South African Commercial Advertiser*, termed ‘a medium of general communication’ connecting geographically dispersed settler communities to colonial hubs such as Cape Town and Sydney, as well as to metropolitan Britain. Correspondence pages and ‘poet’s corners’ featuring reprinted and original verse were the means through which settlers could participate dialogically in the public sphere debates that editors of colonial newspapers were shaping through their lead articles. As a result, poetry can be considered as an integral part of the nation-building project that colonial editors were actively engaged in through newspaper publication.

Both Rudy and Kirstie Blair have recently highlighted the role that emigrant verse played in enabling diasporic communities, fractured by the upheavals of emigration, to re-establish a sense of community in their new homelands. One such example is a lyric by Thomas Pringle variously titled ‘The Emigrant’s Farewell’ or ‘Our Native Land’. Written in 1819, the year that Pringle and his family left his native Roxburghshire as part of a group of 5,000 English and Scottish settlers bound for the Cape Colony in a government-backed emigration scheme, the poem first appeared in the appendix to volume three of John Struthers’s anthology of ancient and modern Scottish songs, *The Harp of Caledonia* (1819). The inclusion of this brand-new emigration lyric, written in Scots and set to the traditional air ‘My Guid Lord John’, indicates that, by 1820, the ‘emigrant farewell’ was a generic sub-category of Scottish song that was recognised by songster compilers.

As it began its transmedial journey across the globe through the pages of colonial newspapers, Pringle’s poem was also being widely reprinted in England, appearing in two further anthologies edited by Scottish poets but published in London: Allan Cunningham’s *Songs of Scotland*,...
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3 Rudy, *Imagined Homelands*, p. 16.
Ancient and Modern (1825) and Alaric Watts’s The Poetical Album; or, Register of Modern Fugitive Poetry (1829). In his introduction to The Poetical Album, Watts is explicit about the role anthologisation plays in ensuring that poetry ‘from sources of a temporary or fugitive character’ acquires a broader circulation ‘in a more popular and portable form’ than the newspaper or periodical. Like many of the metropolitan reprints that circulated promiscuously through the pages of colonial newspapers, Pringle’s ‘The Emigrant’s Farewell’ had already acquired considerable portability as a result of the publishing craze for anthologies of popular songs and fugitive verse facilitated by the cheap print boom of the 1820s. As such, it circulated through Britain and the settler colonies as part of a popular canon of ‘emigrant farewells’ that, as Jane Stafford has argued, were so numerous that they could be said to constitute a distinct poetic genre during the 1820s and 1830s.7

‘The Emigrant’s Farewell’ is a nostalgic description of Pringle’s native Teviotdale in which conventional pastoral evocations of the countryside operate synecdochally to represent the cultural history of the communities who inhabit the Scottish borderlands:

Farewell, ye hills of glorious deeds,
And streams renown’d in song!
Farewell, ye blithesome braes and meads,
Our hearts have loved so long!8

Here, the generic landscape imagery evokes a nostalgic imagining of a homeland no longer physically accessible due to the distance and expense of long-distance travel, but imaginatively accessible through the forms and tropes of local poetic forms, in this case the Scots-language song. As Kirstie Blair has pointed out, ‘the pose of missing Scotland from abroad’ was a ‘recognised literary stance’ for Scottish emigrant poets in the nineteenth century.9 It has become a truism in critical analysis of these poems to state that these poems are nostalgic, with sentimentalised representations of Britain providing an affective connection to the comforts of home and hearth so sorely missed by emigrants struggling to adjust to the privations of frontier life.10 However, this pose of affectionate

9  Blair, Working Verse, p. 130.
10  Ibid. p. 131.
nostalgia for home is the affective response to a condition of out-of-placeness experienced by many first-generation emigrants involved in the process of colonial nation building in the settler colonies during the 1820s and 1830s.

Prior to the mineral booms of the 1850s and 1860s, the success of the settler colonies was by no means assured. The 1820s proved a particularly turbulent time for both the Cape Colony and the Australian colonies. The banking system in New South Wales proved vulnerable to the economic shocks of the 1825–6 financial crisis, which took place at the very moment when the colony was beginning the process of rapid transformation from penal colony to a community of free settlers. Meanwhile, at the Cape, the 1820s marked a period of protracted crisis for the 5,000 British settlers who had migrated to the Eastern Cape in the 1820 government-backed settlement scheme. The sense of isolation and despondency engendered by the failure of the British agricultural settlement in the Eastern Cape is movingly articulated in the following letter signed ‘A Tired-Out Emigrant’ and printed in the *South African Commercial Advertiser* in 1829:

Sir, – A British settler of 1820, is desirous to receive, through your columns, some information for himself and a numerous body of his friends, respecting the projected Settlement at Port Natal. Disgusted and disappointed with our reverses in the Colony throughout a series of nine successive years without any intermission, occasioned by Rust, Drought, Storms, and Locusts, to which there still appears no promise of conclusion, and terrified at the prospect of an increasing Taxation upon decaying income, it is not unnatural that we should cast our eyes upon some other asylum than that which has to us at least verified its old name of the *Cabo Tormentoso*.11

In response to both the geographical displacement of global emigration and the sheer precariousness of life on the agricultural frontiers of settlement, the trope of emigration-as-exile emerged in much original settler poetry, as Elizabeth Webby has shown in her analysis of early Australian settler verse.12 This trope was also a recurrent theme in the British settler verse produced in the Cape Colony, suggesting an ambivalence on the part of recently arrived settlers to the project of colonial state building in which they were participating and a nostalgic longing for an idealised vision of home.

In her examination of the depiction of locality in nineteenth-century

fiction, Ruth Livesey argues that the use of the term ‘nostalgia’ was markedly different in the nineteenth century from today, denoting a feeling of ‘acute homesickness’, an affective ‘yearning to smell, touch, hear, see the localities from whence they came’ that was the result of ‘a world on the move – out of local belonging and into global circulation’. Livesey views the spatial displacements that resulted from increased global mobility as central to the experience of modernity in the nineteenth century, creating a tension between local attachments and a more expansive metropolitan modernity. In contrast, my interest is in the ways in which the global displacements caused by emigration created new forms of local attachment that involved settlers identifying not as part of a cosmopolitan British diaspora, but as citizens of specific colonial localities. Where early British settlers are concerned, global movement did not on the whole bring with it a particularly cosmopolitan consciousness. On the contrary, long-distance travel was expensive and impossibly inaccessible for the majority of settlers, who worked as either small-scale merchants or tenant farmers, often eking out a precarious existence on unproductive land. As a result, their worlds shrank. Their material concern with bare survival and the impossibility for most of ever returning home rooted them in their new localities whether they liked it or not. In this context, the rhetoric of exile emerged in emigrant verse as a poetic response to the nostalgia or homesickness brought about by the dislocation and out-of-placeness that was produced by the settler’s position as an exile from the old world who was not yet ready to claim belonging in the new. Viewing nostalgia, as Livesey does, as ‘rooted in the spatial rather than the historical’ enables us to see why global mobility, the paradigmatic marker of modernity, paradoxically produced a turn towards interiority and containment that lyric verse was so well suited to articulating.

Emigration lyrics, songs and ballads published in Britain and reprinted in colonial newspapers provided a counter-discourse to this solitary, inward-looking rhetoric of exile articulated in much settler-produced verse. If we turn to the full archive of verse printed in colonial newspapers during the 1820s, we find the majority of poems published were not original poetic productions but reprints from metropolitan newspapers and periodicals. This turn to metropolitan literary culture had much to do with the moral purpose colonial newspaper editors attached to their roles. Defining and shaping new forms of colonial identity was one of...
the key purposes of colonial newspapers, with many editors viewing popular poetry as playing a central role in shaping what the printer of the *South African Commercial Advertiser*, George Greig, termed the ‘taste and tone’ of emerging colonial bourgeois public spheres. This is made explicit if we turn to the ‘Poet’s Corner’ section of *The Tasmanian and Port Dalrymple Advertiser* for 19 January 1825, where we find Pringle’s ‘The Emigrant’s Farewell’ reprinted. Uncoupled from its original title, the poem appears instead accompanied by the following headnote:

> [The following beautiful lines, the production of Mr. Thomas Pringle, a Gentleman of great literary attainments, and formerly principal Editor of Blackwood’s Magazine, on the prospect of leaving his ‘native Teviotdale’, for the Cape of Good Hope (where he is now a resident), cannot fail to gratify many of our Readers whose feelings, upon such an occasion, have no doubt been in unison with those of the Poet’s.]

The paratext here provides a kind of authenticating narrative for the poem, containing an aesthetic justification for its inclusion in a specially designated ‘Poet’s Corner’ based on Pringle’s ‘great literary attainments’, including his brief role as the first editor of *Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine* in 1817, a role he shared with James Cleghorn. Having established Pringle’s literary credentials with reference to Edinburgh periodical culture, the biographical narrative contained in this editorial note stresses Pringle’s status as an emigrant. In contrast to other Scottish poets such as Thomas Campbell, who also wrote a number of emigration lyrics in the 1820s, Pringle had actually experienced for himself the material and affective displacements that characterised emigrant experience. Ironically, given the inauthenticity of many metropolitan emigration poems reprinted in the colonies, it is the Pringle’s own painful and well-documented experiences of the travails of settlement that enable the paper’s editor, printer and publisher, George Terry Howe, to confidently assert that his readers’ feelings ‘have no doubt been in unison with those of the Poet’s’. That Pringle’s poem resonated with newly established British emigrant communities across the settler colonies is evidenced in the fact that between 1825 and 1842 it was reprinted in six colonial newspapers located in Sydney, Melbourne and Cape Town.
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17 In addition to appearing untitled in *The Tasmanian and Port Dalrymple Advertiser* on 19 January 1825, the poem appeared under the title ‘Our Native Land’ in Watts’s *The Poetical Album* (London), the *South African Commercial Advertiser* (Cape Town), 27 July 1829 and *The Australian* (Sydney), 21 October 1829. In 1842 it appeared in *The Colonial Observer* (Sydney), 10 September 1842, *The Teetotaller*
As well as providing the affective glue that enabled colonists to make sense of the estrangements of settlement, reprinted emigration lyrics could serve a more overtly polemical purpose. The arrival of foreign news by ship was an elongated form of information transfer, as, during the 1820s, it took six weeks for a ship from London to reach Cape Town and four months to reach Sydney.\(^{18}\) Cut off by the tyranny of distance from unmediated entry into metropolitan public sphere debates, colonial newspaper editors often used reprinted material from British newspapers and periodicals as a means of insinuating themselves into metropolitan news discourse, particularly when emigration and colonial affairs were discussed. To this end, colonial newspaper editors reprinted a vast quantity of what Fariha Shaikh has usefully termed ‘emigration literature’. Shaikh’s expansive definition includes both overt ‘booster’ literature that was primarily produced to publicly promote emigration and texts that were ‘produced directly out of the practices of emigration’, such as emigrant letters, poems and ‘sketches’ of colonial life published in colonial and metropolitan periodicals.\(^{19}\)

Although most frequently published in London, narrative sketches of colonial life were frequently extracted in colonial newspapers. These extracts were often accompanied by acerbic editorials and letters critiquing what the Sydney-based \textit{Australian}’s editor Robert Wardell termed the ‘unscrupulous scribblers’ who, in a quest to satiate the appetite for knowledge about emerging colonial societies, provided the metropolitan press with ‘either overcharged pictures, or pure fictions’ concerning the problems facing the settler colonies. In response to an anonymous letter purporting to be from a settler in New South Wales complaining of widespread crime and public disorder, which was published on the front page of the \textit{Morning Chronicle} on 28 September 1825, Wardell argues in the \textit{Australian} in June 1826 that the danger posed to the colony by these misrepresentations derives from the ‘weight and authority’ afforded to metropolitan newspapers such as the \textit{Morning Chronicle}, causing readers contemplating emigration to ‘necessarily come to the

\textit{and General Newspaper} (Sydney), 14 September 1842 and finally in the \textit{Port Philip and Melbourne Advertiser} (Melbourne), 22 September 1842. It also appears in two Scottish poetry anthologies during the 1840s, \textit{The Book of Scottish Song}, ed. Alexander Whitelaw (Glasgow: Blackie and Son., 1843) and \textit{Chambers’ Miscellany of Useful and Entertaining Tracts}, ed. William and Robert Chambers (Edinburgh: Robert and William Chambers, 1847).


conclusion, that . . . New South Wales will not prove to them an eligible resting place’.20

In the broader discursive field of reprinted emigration poetry, optimistic, pro-emigration lyrics penned in the metropole extolling the virtues of colonial settlement created a counter-discourse to these metropolitan misrepresentations. One such example, titled ‘Van Diemen’s Land’, was originally printed in England in Woolmer’s Exeter and Plymouth Gazette and reprinted in the official government gazettes of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land in October 1823 and January 1824 respectively. The poem takes the form of a secular prayer addressed to a departing emigrant in which the speaker begins by issuing a blessing for the journey: ‘May fav’ring breezes fill thy sails, / And may no calm nor adverse gales, / Impede the on the main’, before quickly shifting imaginatively to the site of colonisation, which is represented as a utopian scene of pastoral renewal. After the inevitable ‘privations’ of ‘short duration’, the emigrant will reap the domestic and economic benefits of the classic settler agrarian fantasy:

May these, the comforts of this life,
Soon smile on thee, thy babes and wife,
And Heaven increase they wealth.
There may your every plan succeed,
Thy flocks and herds like rabbits breed
...And may thy crops of wool and corn
be to a ready market borne.21

These lines neatly encapsulate the ideology of free settlement in which the emigrant establishes himself at the centre of a domestic idyll while simultaneously participating productively in the market economy. In an era in which both Australian colonies were yet to break the shackles of their identities as penal settlements, the circulation of such aspirational images of prosperous settlement were central to concerted efforts to attract free emigrants to the colonies that were championed by editors and correspondents throughout the colonial press.

The status of such poems within the broader cultural economy of emigration booster literature is even more evident if we turn to the poem’s publication in the Sydney Gazette. Immediately preceding the poem is a letter signed ‘An Emigrant Settler’ and dated ‘Hunter’s River, County of Durham, Aug 22 1823’ in which the correspondent states ‘no

21 Anon.,‘Van Diemen’s Land’, Hobert Town Gazette and Van Diemen’s Land Advertiser, 9 January 1824, p. 3.
doubt [the following lines] will be thought characteristic by a portion of your Readers, as conveying the wishes of many a wooing friend'.

The rest of the short letter goes on to praise the colony of New South Wales, ‘where the industrious Emigrant Settler can look forward with a staple hope of being rewarded for his past cares, and present toil’ with success in a colony where ‘the Administration of Colonial Public Affairs’ is ‘so judiciously and well concerted’. In an era of post-war retrenchment in which the British government was seeking to curtail expenditure on colonial administration, fledgling settler colonies such as New South Wales and the Cape Colony had to prove their economic worth to an ambivalent imperial administration in London. This created an atmosphere of intense inter-colonial rivalry in which colonial newspaper editors’ selection criteria for original and reprinted material was governed to a large extent by the wish to present aspirational images of colonial life that would attract the interest of policy makers and investors in London, as well as increasing numbers of free emigrants. The presence of the letter and a reduced, eight-stanza version of ‘Van Diemen’s Land’ on the front page of an ‘Additional Supplement’ to the *Sydney Gazette*, in which these emigration texts were the only content aside from classified advertising, clearly demonstrates the importance the *Gazette*’s editor Robert Howe placed in foregrounding these positive representations of the prospects of free emigrants in the colony of New South Wales (of which Tasmania was still a part in 1823).

In an editorial of 14 April 1824, John Fairbairn, editor of the *South African Commercial Advertiser*, explicitly addressed the difficulties posed to the Cape Colony by negative reports of the distress suffered by English settlers in the Eastern Cape, where three years of failed harvests had led Pringle to make an appeal to the British public to raise funds to alleviate distressed settlers. After reading Pringle’s appeal in the pages of the *New Monthly Magazine*, a correspondent signing himself ‘A Settler’ wrote in to the *South African Commercial Advertiser* to complain that ‘the colony is greatly in want of labourers, but the damaging and false reports circulated with regard to its internal state, deter emigrants from coming at all’. In a discussion of a cluster of new emigration pamphlets extolling the virtues of settlements in New South Wales and Van Diemen’s Land, Fairbairn notes that just four years earlier such booster literature had been praising the Cape but that now ‘the servants of
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Government . . . are not likely to continue to encourage their inquisitive and restless countrymen to settle in the Cape Colony by dilating much on its advantages’. Fairbairn acknowledges the cause of this neglect by stating that ‘The English Settlers, who came into the Colony at a particularly unfortunate period, and were met by circumstances not likely to give them a favourable impression of it in any respect, have certainly the best reasons for dwelling on the dark side of the picture.’

In an issue in which metropolitan misrepresentations of the realities of colonial settlement was a key note of both the lead editorial and correspondence page, Fairbairn elects to reprint a ballad titled ‘The Poyais Emigrant’ that had been hawked about the streets of London at the height of the Poyais emigration scandal in 1822–3 (discussed in Chapter 1 of this volume by Angela Esterhammer). The Poyais bubble, as Esterhammer notes, was textually constituted. In the court case brought to the King’s Bench in January 1824, MacGregor attempted to sue the proprietors of the *Morning Herald* for printing claims made by Captain Joshua Antrim, one of the British captains responsible for repatriating emigrants evacuated from Poyais to the British colony at Belize, that the emigrants were deliberately misled and defrauded by MacGregor. Crucial to the case built by the defence was the fictitious emigration literature produced by MacGregor and his agents to build public confidence in the Poyais scheme. Acting on behalf of the defence, QC Mr Scarlett produced *Sketches of the Mosquito Coast* (1822) for the jury’s perusal, stating that in this fabricated travelogue MacGregor ‘had collected together all the most favourable accounts of this happy region, and had published them as if authenticated by an eye-witness, when the compilation, adorned with his own picture, was only from his own hand’.

The association Scarlett builds between MacGregor’s passing off a compilation of quotations as his own composition and the fraud practised on the emigrants through the Poyais land scheme clearly draws on a review of the work written by John Barrow in the *Quarterly Review* in October 1822, in which Barrow explicitly argues that the ‘scissors-and-paste’ practices of compilation disguised as authorship is the material embodiment of the fraud practised on guileless speculators and emigrants by MacGregor:

> Who ‘Thomas Strangeways, K.G.C.’ may be, we neither know nor desire to know; but if, as he tells us, ‘a portion of his life has been spent in this fine
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country,’ we can only say that, within the covers of his *Sketch of the Mosquito Shore &c.* there will not be found a single particle respecting it, which bears the slightest testimony of his having ever set foot on it; in fact, he has gutted and garbled Bryan Edward’s *Account of the West India Islands*, and Browne’s *History of Jamaica*, and transplanted, word for word, the whole produce of these islands to Poyais, or rather into his pages.26

The ‘gutted and garbled’ travelogues passed off as original composition by MacGregor under the nom de plume Thomas Strangeways become the perfect metaphor for the tissue of deceptions underwriting his claims to legitimate authority over the land on the Mosquito coast, claims that Barrow systematically dismantles during the course of his review. But unwittingly Barrow also exposes the inherently fictive nature of all travel writing (including, perhaps, his own travelogues describing his residences in China and South Africa), which frequently consisted of large chunks of unattributed quotation as well as more transparent and fully attributed allusions to earlier works. The danger, Barrow and Scarlett imply, is that when such fictions are deployed as emigration ‘booster’ literature they can prove persuasive lures not only for ‘romantic adventurers’ but for ‘all who are given to change’.27

It was not just the travelogue that acted as a primary vehicle for attracting the working-class Scottish emigrants to invest in MacGregor’s Poyais scheme, but also a series of ballads written by Andrew Picken, himself one of the two hundred people persuaded by MacGregor to emigrate, and his sister, Joanna Belfrage Picken. In his testimony before the King’s Bench, Picken gives the following description of the production of ‘The Poyais Emigrant’ and ‘Lines to Poyais’, two ‘booster’ poems produced by the Pickens:

I first became acquainted with Sir Gregor in 1821; he engaged me as clerk, but promised me a cornetcy of lancers. Sir Gregor asked me to write something in favour of Poyais. I asked how it was to be done? He said, he understood I had a talent for poetry. I produced this (the ‘lines to Poyais’), except a few lines at the end. The song, ‘The Poyais Emigrant,’ was written at his desire, by my sister. It was published and circulated by Sir Gregor, who said, the ballad was to be hawked through the streets to attract the vulgar.28

Here we have perhaps the most egregious historical example of emigration poetry produced explicitly as ‘booster’ literature to attract emigrants and investments. Quite how the poem made its way from a
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28 Ibid. p. 22.
broadside ballad hawked through the streets of Glasgow in 1822 to the newspaper office of John Fairbairn in Cape Town in 1824 is difficult to ascertain, but it seems likely that the poem was anthologised in one of the many compilations of ‘fugitive verse’ printed in London, given the amount of publicity the Poyais affair had gained in British newspapers and periodicals.

The poem itself is a utopian ballad deploying the classic trope of emigration as economic and cultural regeneration. It was written in the Scots dialect – a dialect that, Rudy has argued, had by the nineteenth century become a form of portable property that immediately signified an idea of Scotland rooted in a nostalgic yearning for a lost homeland. This affective note of nostalgic attachment to an idealised agrarian past signified by the use of Scots and the generic choice of the ballad immediately situates MacGregor and the Poyais scandal within a broader cultural economy of internationally recognised Scottish song poetry that included the many poetaster imitators of Burns and the numerous anthologies of traditional Scottish songs and ballads that had flooded the British literary market place in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries.

Scots dialect songs were already popularly associated with a certain second-rateness and shabby inauthenticity, with songs produced and published in London dealing with ‘rustic or humble life’ frequently published generically as ‘Northern’ or ‘Scotch’ songs. To ‘gentee’ London audiences, these fabricated songs presented to a metropolitan audience ‘characterizations of the Scots as pastoral, virtuous, and simple, confined to a golden age long superseded by a developing Britain’. These popular associations with Scots dialect song as a genre, combined with the infamy the Poyais scheme had gained through the pages of the British and imperial press, enabled Fairbairn to re-present ‘The Poyais Emigrant’ as the poetic embodiment of the fraud that had been perpetrated by MacGregor and his associates on unsuspecting emigrants. This point is reinforced by Fairbairn’s insertion of the following editorial headnote: ‘The following morceau, contrasted with the actual state of the Poyais settlement, and, indeed, of every other new settlement, gives a pretty accurate idea of the difference between poetry and matter of fact.’

32 John Fairbairn, South African Commercial Advertiser, 14 April 1824, p. 118.
The portability of the internationally recognisable markers of Scottish song tradition combined with the political infamy that, by 1824, surrounded the Poyais emigration scheme, enabled ‘The Poyais Emigrant’ to stand metonymically for the propaganda and ‘puff’ literature produced during the 1820s emigration boom. This in turn enabled Fairbairn to enlist the poem in his own local propaganda war against metropolitan misrepresentations of the utopian possibilities of large-scale emigration to uncharted territories and virgin settlements. In so doing, he hoped to bolster the flagging fortunes of the Cape Colony to ensure that the plight of the emigrants at the Cape gained the attention of the British government.

Colonial ventures in the 1820s were inherently speculative, requiring both an investment of capital and the imaginative ability to project prosperous visions of future plenitude onto unseen lands. The literature of emigration blended fact and fiction in a way that was characteristic of what Esterhammer terms the ‘hybrid genres’ of 1820s periodical culture. In the final section of this chapter, I investigate the ways in which reprinted emigration poetry was invested discursively in this speculative, future-oriented vision of colonisation both imaginatively and materially. Emigration poetry’s imaginative investment in projection is mirrored materially in its status as an internationally circulating commodity, imbricated in the same trans-imperial networks of commodity exchange that enabled other portable goods to circulate between Europe and the colonies. Poetry’s status as a portable commodity that travelled through the same shipping routes as colonial commodities was explicitly recognised by colonial newspaper editors, affecting how it was positioned on the page and, by extension, how it was received and interpreted by colonial readers.

The transfer of literary texts between colonial hubs in the southern hemisphere and metropolitan centres was exclusively by shipping prior to the creation of a telegraph line between Australia and Europe in 1872. As Anna Johnston has noted, the prominent position that ‘shipping intelligence’ occupied in all colonial newspapers ‘reminds us of the crucial role mobility played in the formation of the colony, with the ocean world dictating the entrance and egress of people, goods and ideas’. An advertisement from the *Hobart Town Gazette* in 1824 indicates that books were fully imbricated with these oceanic networks of commodity exchange, with settlers in Hobart or Cape Town able to
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33 Isaacs and Kirkpatrick, *Two Hundred Years of Sydney Newspapers*, p. 9.
acquire canonical works by Walter Scott and Tobias Smollett at the same merchants from whom they purchased their salt pork.\textsuperscript{35} In early colonial newspapers compositors frequently positioned poetry on the front or back page, next to classified advertising and government notices. This meant these commercial and official notices were as much a part of the reception context for popular poetry as the journalistic writing that has hitherto attracted the attention of scholars interested in analysing the specific discourses surrounding newspaper poetry.\textsuperscript{36}

One of the more substantial metropolitan emigration lyrics to be reprinted in the colonies was Thomas Campbell’s ‘Lines On The Departure Of Emigrants For New South Wales’ (Figure 5). Published in the \textit{New Monthly Magazine} in June 1829 and reprinted in the \textit{Sydney Gazette} early the following year, signed and fully attributed, Campbell’s poem represents colonisation in terms of metaphors of domestic virtue, and ultimately as a form of quasi-heroic liberal self-assertion. The ‘pensive’ emigrants are ‘like children parting from a mother’, but though the grief of familial parting and absence is likely to ‘long’ persist, it is a necessary departure, for they are leaving a ‘home that could not yield them bread’ for the prospect of creating their own domestic establishments which will in time far outstrip those of ‘home’; indeed they will create a personal ‘empire’ for generations to come: ‘There, marking o’er his farm’s expanding ring / New fleeces whiten and new fruits upspring, / The grey hair’d swain, his grandchild sporting round, / Shall walk at eve his little empire’s bound’.\textsuperscript{37}

While the ‘bond’ of Britain as ‘home’ for the emigrant is repeatedly emphasised through the poem, it is a kind of proper filial fidelity that the ‘homesick heart’ must acknowledge but manfully overcome to secure the future for his children and subsequent generations. And the enterprise of the emigrant in transforming Australian ‘wildness’ into his own pastoral, patriarchal empire is rewarded by the fact that subsequent generations would be free of the pain of loss associated with emigration: ‘not a pang that England’s name imparts / Shall touch a fibre of his children’s hearts’; for they will be ‘bound to that native land by nature’s bond’.\textsuperscript{38} By 1830, newspapers like the \textit{Sydney Gazette} were part of a

\textsuperscript{35} ‘Sales by Auction’, \textit{Hobart Town Gazette and Van Diemen’s Land Advertiser}, 16 July 1824, p. 4.


\textsuperscript{38} Campbell, ‘Lines’, lines 101–3.
concerted push to encourage free emigration to the Australian colonies, and to advance the interests of the settler class there. It is notable that this poem praising the virtues of free emigrants was placed immediately before an extensive list of absconded convicts. The Gazette, still a semi-

Figure 5 Thomas Campbell, ‘Lines on the Departure of Emigrants to New South Wales’, Sydney Gazette and New South Wales Advertiser, 25 February 1830, p. 4. Courtesy of the National Library of Australia.
official publication, had an obligation to report lists of absconders and other aspects of penal administration. Campbell’s poem – suggesting as it does that the sacrifice of free emigrants would lead to a splendid future for their children, who would in turn would become authentically Australian – directs readers to reflect on the promise of colonial success underpinned by free immigration, while also encoding the appropriate forms of sentiment for understanding the settler’s place between the new world and the old. Yet reprinting Campbell’s ‘Lines’ next to a list of convict absconders highlights the disjuncture between this idealised image of the colony’s future produced in the metropole and the material conditions of New South Wales during the 1820s, where convicts and emancipists (freed convicts) vastly outnumbered free settlers. This fact cannot have been lost on the Sydney Gazette’s editor Robert Howe, who was himself the son of an emancipist and campaigned vociferously in the pages of the Gazette for the granting of full civil rights to this class of colonists.

In the Cape Colony, where settlers published bilingually in English and Dutch, the immediate context in which reprinted poetry was read was even more complex. Another of Campbell’s emigration lyrics, simply titled ‘The Emigrant’, was published in Cape Town’s South African Commercial Advertiser in 1824 (Figure 6). In this conventional lyric, the speaker is an emigrant departing for Canada. Originally appearing in Campbell and Cyrus Redding’s New Monthly Magazine in 1823, in both its British and South African publication contexts the poem was published anonymously, decoupling it from the biographical, historical and geographical contexts of its publication. The imagined addressee of the poem is deliberately vague, with the poem’s lack of nominal or propositional referents enabling it to contain the possibility that it is addressed to a lover, a close friend or a family member. The dominant emotional registers of the poem’s speaker are enduring love and a melancholic regret, with the generic references to the Canadian landscape serving less to map the geography of a colonial locale than to chart the contours of the speaker’s sentiments. In this poem, the Canadian landscape is presented as an empty signifier ready to be filled by a set of stock sentiments that abounded in nineteenth-century emigration verse: the boundless grief of departure; the sense of estrangement from an alien and hostile natural world; and the nostalgic longing for home, as embodied in the figure of the imagined addressee.
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As with Campbell’s ‘Lines’ in the Sydney Gazette, the poem is embedded in the classified section of the newspaper, a location that juxtaposes the poem’s intra-imperial traffic in the stock sentiments of emigration poetry with the circulation of British and Dutch consumer goods in...
and out of the mercantile counting houses of Cape Town – so we have Simpson and Son advertising their ‘Dutch sweet-milk cheeses’ and John Findlay his ‘Claret and Hams’. Canonical and modern verse’s status as transnationally circulating commodity is even more obvious in the case of the Dutch-language poem printed alongside ‘The Emigrant’. Printed without so much as a title, only the typographical layout of the verse on the page and the thickness of the dividing line separating it from the classified advertisement that proceeds it indicate to the reader that what they are reading is verse. The inscription ‘Uit het Engelsche naar Pope door Tollens’, indicates that the poem’s assumed readership would be familiar with both Alexander Pope’s original ‘Ode on Solitude’ and the reprinted poem – a Dutch translation of ‘Ode on Solitude’ by the Dutch poet Hendrik Tollens.  

The assumption of bilingual literacy and a working knowledge of popular poetry in both the Netherlands and Britain is indicative of the Whiggish *South African Commercial Advertiser*’s aspiration to reflect the literary tastes as well as the political and commercial interests of Cape Town’s recently amalgamated Anglo-Dutch mercantile and bureaucratic elites. On an ideological level, it is a manifestation of the aspiration of the *Advertiser*’s Scottish editor, John Fairbairn, for what he later termed the ‘cordial amalgamation’ of the ethnically diverse European settlers of the Cape Colony into a single polity governed by British law, a call which echoed through the pages of his editorials in the *Advertiser* throughout the 1820s.  

The reprinting in a Cape Town newspaper of a Dutch translation of an English poem that presents the embodiment of happiness as the man (and this is a quote from Pope’s original) ‘whose wish and care / A few paternal acres bound, / Content to breathe his native air, / In his own native ground’ would seem, at first glance, to be asking to be read ironically. Yet in a newspaper which celebrates the circulation and reconfiguration of the cultural and material productions of Britain and the Netherlands in the protean community of 1820s Cape Town, Pope’s pastoral celebration of the putative joys of a settled life seems to ask to be read as a representation of the colonial ideology of settlement: a celebration of the independence and resilience of the rural yeoman that seems intended to imaginatively counter the despondency and disappointment articulated by British and Dutch emigrant farmers.

---

writing in the Advertiser’s correspondence pages and the speaker in Campbell’s ‘The Emigrant’.

A final alternative is offered in the juxtaposition between ‘The Emigrant’ and an advertisement offering passenger transport to the Australian colonies of Van Diemen’s Land and New South Wales. In contrast to the timeless present of the lyric verse, this advert is future-oriented, offering ‘a most favourable opportunity’ to ‘any one desirous of proceeding to either of the above colonies’. In contrast to the romantic melancholy of Campbell’s lyric, this text presents emigration as opportunity: with intra-imperial mobility framed as capitalist speculation, holding out the potential of economic reward to the speculating British emigrant. If the bursting of the Poyais bubble in 1823 alerted prospective emigrants to the potential for catastrophic loss through the risky enterprise of emigration to virgin settlements, the Australian colonies as textually constituted through both emigration literature and advertising offer a more secure prospect of success for the speculating British emigrant. The conventional sentiments of Campbell’s ‘The Emigrant’ enabled it to stand for the despondency that affected early settlers in 1820s South Africa. Yet by reprinting it next to classified adverts and translated verse, the South African Commercial Advertiser was able to frame Campbell’s melancholic lyric within a counter-discourse that focused on the material and cultural benefits to be derived from the transnational flows of people and goods facilitated by the 1820s emigration boom.

Poetry, as these examples of newspaper verse demonstrate, played an important role in the broader construction of new forms of settler-colonial identities that, although derived culturally from metropolitan Britain, were increasingly defined by the economic and political conditions of colonial life. As Rudy has persuasively argued, the very portability of popular poetry enabled the circulation of stock poetic genres and sentiments across the Anglo-world through the circulation of books in the book collections of emigrants, as well as republication in colonial periodicals. By restoring these texts to their original colonial publication contexts, we can see more clearly that this traffic in stock tropes and sentiments was not merely a case of cultural replication and adaptation.

In the case of ‘The Poyais Emigrant’, John Fairbairn was able to repurpose a poem that had originally been penned as ‘puff’ literature

---

44 Rudy, Imagined Homelands, p. 16.
to promote the Poyais emigration scheme in order to further his own local propaganda war in support of the established settlers in the Cape Colony. He was able to do so by mobilising the trans-imperial literacy of his local readership, who he assumed would be familiar with the Poyais scheme and its tragic consequences, information they would have gained by reading the metropolitan newspapers and periodicals regularly shipped to the colony. In the Australian colonies also, editors such as the *Australian*’s Robert Wardell exploited the status of the nineteenth-century newspaper as a transnationally circulating commodity to attempt to write themselves into metropolitan emigration discourse. This was made possible in part through the networks of commodity exchange facilitated by the spread of Britain’s informal and formal empire during in the 1820s, and in part through the culture of reprinting, which enabled British emigration literature to be extracted and extensively commented upon in the colonial press.

The culture of reprinting also had the potential to radically reconfigure the poetics of emigration. I have suggested that the poetics of emigration during the 1820s was characterised by a turn towards interiority and containment articulated in lyric verse that represents the emigrant as a perpetual exile who yearns for the landscapes of a homeland they can never return to. That global mobility, the paradigmatic marker of modernity, produced a poetics rooted in pre-modern forms such as the dialect song and the pastoral lyric, may seem paradoxical. Yet the ideology of settlement as articulated in emigration literature promoted an agrarian fantasy that enabled emigrants to imagine themselves as yeomen – lords or lairds of their own private empire. This ideology is, of course, deliberately blind to both existing Indigenous life-ways and sovereignties in what were presented as virgin territories and the transnational flows of capital that materially enabled colonial settlement to become a state-building enterprise. Attending to the material context for the reception of these works, as I have done in the case of the two Thomas Campbell lyrics, reveals how embedded they were with texts, such as classified advertising, that draw attention to the speculative economic practices that enabled British emigrants to be transformed, in a generation, into prosperous settlers.

As well as these perhaps accidental juxtapositions, the direct intervention of colonial editors, who used editorial notes, leaders and published correspondence to reframe popular metropolitan poetry to reflect the local concerns of protean settler societies, created new reception contexts for these works. Reading in conjunction with the lead articles, government notices, correspondence and advertising with which they were juxtaposed, we can see how popular metropolitan poetry could be read
against the grain as part of a deliberately constructed counter-discourse that drew the attention of colonial and metropolitan readers to the disjuncture between metropolitan representations of emigration and the material realities of colonial life.